1) REFER TO ASSEMBLY BOOK FOR ADAPTER MCD DRAWINGS.
2) LUBRICATE ALL ORINGS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.
3) APPLY SILVER STREAK #200S TO EXTERNAL SPLINES OF INPUT SHAFT.
4) USE LOCTITE 609 WHEN INSTALLING EXP. PLUG, P/N 012043.
5) USE LOCTITE 609 WHEN INSTALLING DIPSTICK, AND DIPSTICK HOLE PLUG, P/N 012228.
6) DO NOT USE LOCTITE ON PUMP PAD SCREWS.
7) TIGHTEN 1/2" SCREWS: 105 FT.LBS.
8) TIGHTEN 5/8" SCREWS: 210 FT.LBS.
9) OIL MUST MEET API GL-5 SPEC: 80W90, EP90 OR EQUIVALENT.
10) WHEN ORDERING PARTS REFER TO THE DURST SERVICE MANUAL.

NOTE:
- PUMP ROTATION IS OPPOSITE ENGINE ROTATION
- SEE MODEL DESCRIPTION FOR DIPSTICK LOCATION

CAUTION
Always ensure that your powertrain is free of torsional vibrations. DURST is not responsible for damage or failure due to unaddressed torsional vibrations.

PATENT NO. 7,152,711

MACHINED SURFACES.
MACHINING TOLERANCES
FILLETS AND RADII .12 MAX.

DRAWN BY

MATERIAL

NOTE: PUMP ROTATION IS OPPOSITE ENGINE ROTATION

3/4-10 UNC X 1.25 DEEP (4) PLCS. BOTH SIDES

NOTE:
- REFER TO ASSEMBLY BOOK FOR ADAPTER MCD DRAWINGS.
- LUBRICATE ALL ORINGS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.
- APPLY SILVER STREAK #200S TO EXTERNAL SPLINES OF INPUT SHAFT.
- USE LOCTITE 609 WHEN INSTALLING EXP. PLUG, P/N 012043.
- USE LOCTITE 609 WHEN INSTALLING DIPSTICK, AND DIPSTICK HOLE PLUG, P/N 012228.
- DO NOT USE LOCTITE ON PUMP PAD SCREWS.
- TIGHTEN 1/2" SCREWS: 105 FT.LBS.
- TIGHTEN 5/8" SCREWS: 210 FT.LBS.
- OIL MUST MEET API GL-5 SPEC: 80W90, EP90 OR EQUIVALENT.
- WHEN ORDERING PARTS REFER TO THE DURST SERVICE MANUAL.